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A STREAMLINED TOOLKIT FOR
HACKATHON

 

 

Welcome to Feeding the future hackathon. We are truly honored

to have you onboard and part of this process. One essential

element of any successful entrepreneur is finding opportunities

during difficult times, and with the help of this toolkit we hope

you can come up with more refined solutions to real problems.

The output of the tasks you do in the toolkit helps you create a

great sales pitch and convince everyone that your solution is the

bomb.

 

COVID-19 has really turned the tables upside down for 2020. 

 

And for many aspiring entrepreneurs out there, this market

instability is the perfect excuse to shelve their dreams while

they wait for things to blow over. But is this the right move? If

anything, as others run away from the chaos, there will be more

opportunity than ever to deliver real value to the world. How

can I be so sure? Well, if history proves to be any sort of reliable

predictor, recessions have actually served as the springboard

for some of the world’s most incredible businesses. IBM, Disney,

HP, Fedex, Microsoft and EA are some great examples of

household brands that were created during recession.



REQUIRED FROM YOU

  

What is expected from you? We are expecting a great deal of

enthusiasm, positivity and collaboration for this great cause.

Bringing different communities together to solve a shared

problem is beautiful. 

 

Commit to the journey. Don’t miss out on the unique learning

experience but go all in. Don’t just dip your toes in the water

but jump in, naked.  Be brave and share your interests and

ideas. And lastly, don’t work only hard, but work smart ;) Use this

toolkit to the extent that you need. 

 

You should make a submission every day with your team. On the

first day, you are required to have a brief presentation (few

slides) about the problem you are solving. On Saturday we

would like to know about the solution you have thought about

(few slides) and on Sunday a 2-minute video pitch is required.

More information will be found in our Discord channel during

the weekend. However, 

 

Friday deadline: 18:00

Saturday Deadline: 18:00

Sunday deadline: 12:00 

(Sunday is the only mandatory submission)



If you don’t have a team yet:

 

1. Go to Discord: pick up @verified role and @looking4team OR

@looking4member role in the #role-pickup channel

2. Check the #teambuilding channel

3. Message potential prospects.

4. Send message to general chat and tag @looking4team OR

@looking4member

5. Check most up-to-date schedule on

(https://www.foodtechies.fi/feedingthefuture)

6. Visit the Remo platform when events are happening and network

with others.

7. Reach out to @moderators on Discord if you are still having

trouble.

8. If you are confused and still need help, come to the help desk at

https://live.remo.co/e/feeding-the-future

9. If you still can't find a team, you can always compete solo.

 

 

Small facts about effective teams: 

 

1. Have a common goal

2. Have a culture of open communication

3. Assign team roles according to skills and interests

4. Manage your time efficiently - Only 48 hours to work with!

5. Identify the real problem - most of the effort is in correctly

identifying the real problem.

6. A happy team is an effective team! :)

Y O U R  T E A M

https://www.foodtechies.fi/feedingthefuture
https://live.remo.co/e/feeding-the-future


Write down the problem you would like to help solve. If you

don’t have a problem to solve yet, discuss it with the team.

This part is super important, so take your time. 

 

Here are some broad examples of different problems, that

may or may not be really major: The difficulty of working

remotely, Fear of sickness, Boredom during corona,

Loneliness, The poor availability of food deliveries. 

 

When your team has chosen a problem, describe it in further

detail. 

 

 

Who is it a problem for? Why? 

 

For example: The difficulty of C-level

managers/Students/Startups in Uganda working remotely

due to distractions/mental health/bad internet etc.

 

 

VALIDATE THE PROBLEM

 



  

Describe your target customer in more detail - what makes it a

problem for them?

 

Examples of potential target customer: Answer all these

questions in as much detail as possible. This will help you

immensely on your journey. A lot of times it makes you realize

how big of a problem it is and exactly for whom it is one. At the

same time you grasp a general understanding of how many it

impacts. This information is valuable to the judges, investors

and for your marketing and sales strategy. 

 

 

 

 

What's his/her Name? Age? Profession? Income? Marital status?

Hobbies?Favorite brands? What I like? What annoys me? What I

wish?

 

Great! Now you know your initial target group. Let’s go deep to

understand what makes it a problem for them. Answer these: 

 

1. Formulate the problem from the customers perspective. 

2. In which situation does this problem occur?

3. How does the person currently solve the problem? 

4. Why is the current solution not ideal for the customer?

TARGET CUSTOMER



 

 

Ok, now you have the wishes and wants for a person written down.

You feel like you know her inside out. We’ve all been there.

 

But is it real? Don’t rely on assumptions, but get some real insights. 

 

This part relies on two parts; one where you pick up the phone and

one which you go undercover to the deep ends of the internet (not

talking about deep web here). 

 

1. Pick up your phone. Call at least five people in your network that

you know that are in your perceived target group. Examine if your

problem exists as you have imagined. Additionally, investigate how

big of a problem it really is, and how much they would value a

solution to solve it. 

 

2. Get data fast from large Facebook groups, Reddit channels,

Slack etc. that have people that work within this domain, or your

potential customers. Get creative. Strive to get at least 100

answers on a poll. There is a big difference in people saying

something is a problem for them, and people who are willing to pay

for a solution. So find your inner journalist and dig deep. These

findings will be important in your final pitch.

INTERVIEWS



 

Now it is time to see how many really have this problem that you

have validated. Time to do some market research (Hello,

Google). 

 

According to a 2018 study by CBInsights, the #1 reason why

start-ups fail is the lack of a market need; when a product or an

idea however novel or ground-breaking, has no sustainable

level of demand by the market. Google Trends, is useful in

analysing the popularity of search queries in Google Search

across various regions and languages. This is a good starting

point to understand the changes in market demand for a

product over time. 

 

Google does however only tell the relative amount (compared

to another term), so you have to rely on other service providers

to find out realish volumes of the searches. 

 

Now it is time to interpret your validation. Answer these

questions: 

 

1. What is the market size? 

2. Are people willing to use solutions based on the problem?

3. How many have the problem?

4. How much are they willing to spend on solutions?

5. What is your market potential?

CONGRATULATIONS FOR COMING
THIS FAR! THE INTERVIEWS ARE
USUALLY THE HARD PART. IT
WASN’T THAT BAD RIGHT? 



 

 

Now come up with a solution for this problem. 

 

What solution did you come up with?

 

Now, describe it in detail. 

 

(For example: A digital puzzle for bored

students that will award them with carrots)

 

Then, answer these questions: 

 

1. What are the core functions of the solution?

2. What is the value proposition?

3. What are the customer benefits?

YOUR SOLUTION



  

You now understand the problem much better

and should check whether there might be other

solutions for it. 

 

You might be surprised. Almost all billion-dollar

businesses, from Youtube to Instagram, have

pivoted from their first solution. Do it already

now and save some time ;)

 

 

Discuss and write down: 

 

1. Alternative 1

2. Alternative 2

3. Alternative 3

EVEN IF YOU ALREADY THINK YOU
HAVE THE BEST SOLUTION IN
MIND, IT’S NOW TIME TO STOP

AND CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS



 

Now it is time to do some research again. Google

(sorry Bing and Yahoo) your competition. 

 

If it is a great idea, the chances are that a million

people have had the exact same idea. So, if there is

no competition; chances are that it isn’t an

economically viable solution for the problem. However,

it might also mean that the timing hasn’t been right

before and that you are sitting on a goldmine! 

 

Run Google Searches with the keywords associated

with your idea, and explore websites and publications

like e27 and Tech in Asia that cover startup news,

trends, and initiatives by corporates to spur innovation.

AngelList has a comprehensive database of startups in

any particular field. 

 

After identifying your competitors, delve into how

these companies operate — be it structurally or

financially.

RESEARCH PART 2

 



 

Now it is time to move away from your professional

googler duties, and shift more focus to your solution. 

 

Map out your competition in a Competition Matrix.

Describe what unique features they have and assess

within the team what kind of features you would like to

have. The matrix gives you the possibility to diversify

your offering and building the foundation for a good

brand. 

 

Put your main competitors in this matrix. Describe

essential traits that make them different. Describe: 

 

1. Traits that you want to have in your solution

COMPETITION MATRIX

 



SKETCH YOUR FIRST PRODUCT OR
SERVICE

 

 

Now is the time to sketch your first product or

service visually. If it is a product, sketch it using

simple 3D programs, or sketch and send it to

Fiverr ;). 

 

Just remember to highlight that it needs to be

done extremely fast. Canva is also a great tool

that helps visualize a service or prototype

swiftly.



 

Now that you have your first “prototype” visualized, it is

time for another round of interviews. Let’s find out if

your solution is attractive to your target group and to

what extent? Are they willing to pay for it? How much? 

 

The more great data you get the more credible your

solution looks in front of the judges and investors. 

 

PRO TIPS FOR INTERVIEWS - Keep questions objective

and open ended! For example: What is your impression

of Feature A? Vs.  How easy is it to use Feature A?

 

If a respondent suggests some modifications or

changes to your features or products, do remember to

ask them for the rationale behind it, to better

understand the user flow and thought processes of

your customers. 

 

Gather as many insights as possible — keep your

interview questions open-ended, objective, and seek

to dig deeper into why a potential user/customer feels

a certain way.

INTERVIEWS PART 2

 



 
 

We have gained a mass of world-class mentors that

have expertise in various fields. Use this unique

resource to the full extent. 

 

When choosing a mentor, it’s important to recognise

that mentoring takes work from both parties involved,

and you need to establish the goals and outcomes you

want to achieve from the relationship.

 

A quick list to think of before any mentoring session to

get the most out of the meeting:

 

1. Set goals and make a shortlist. 

2. Choose wisely.

3. Make a plan.

4. Vary your time together.

5. You don't always have to follow a mentor's advice,

but listen to it and evaluate it.

MENTORING



 

Most entrepreneurs focus hard on building an

innovative product, but forget that an elegant solution

doesn’t automatically translate into a successful

business. Businesses require an equally elegant

business model, with the right price, messaging and

delivery channel to the right target customers to keep

the dream alive and growing.

 

Examples of different business models: 

 

1. The Warby Parker model (the Middleman)

2. Become a marketplace

3. Subscription model

4. Customized everything

5. On-Demand model

6. The modernized direct sales model

7. Freemium model

8. Reverse auction 

9. Virtual good model

 

For more business models, check out

https://bstrategyhub.com/50-types-of-business-

models-the-best-examples-of-companies-using-it/ .

BUSINESS MODEL

 



 

 

Now it is time to make a Business model canvas. It’s a

great tool to use to improve the focus and clarity of

what your business is trying to achieve. It eliminates all

of the fluff (and let's be real, we don't have time for

that) from the traditional business plan and lets you

zero in on what’s important.

 

The Business Model Canvas (BMC) gives you the

structure of a business plan without the overhead and

the improvisation of a ‘back of the napkin’ sketch

without the fuzziness (and coffee rings). The Canvas

has nine elements:

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

Download the unfilled canvas for yourself:

https://www.strategyzer.com/canvas/business-

model-canvas



 

Now that you have your business model filled out, it is

time to finalize your name. 

 

At this stage, if you have time, it is important to

research what names are actually available to use. 

 

Research trademarks (PRH.fi/trademarks) and

websites (Godaddy, Zoner) that are available. 

 

Pro tip: Names should be sophisticated, edgy and

original. Be phonetic. Have 3 syllables max. Not be

similar to competitors. 

 

Now, in your team, do the following: 

 

1. Brainstorm names

2. International Check

3. Domain check

4. Trademark check

5. Final vote

YOUR COMPANY NAME

 



 

Now that you have all the basics in order, valuable feedback received

and a financial model that enables the solution to come to life, it is time

to build your pitch deck. 

 

A pitch deck is vital to get both grants, investments, and partners for

your venture. A short pitch deck is usually not longer than 5 slides. Not

what they taught in school right? 

 

But, that’s why it is extremely important what goes into it.

 

1. Team. Who is in your team and what makes you believe that you are

the ones that can pull this off? 

2. The problem you are trying to solve. Go deep. Make the audience

believe that the problem is real (in numbers!!) and that is essential and

(economically) valuable to solve it. 

3. Your solution. Get fucking creative. Make the audience and judges

lose their freaking minds when you tell them about it. Everything from

the tone of your voice, mannerisms and visual aid - make them scream

excitement. Having the audience rise from their chairs and applaud is a

good goal to have. 

4. The market - What is your competition and how do you differ? Is it a

growing market and why? 

5. Timeline (Go-to-market strategy) How are you going to execute on

your idea as fast as possible? What are some essential steps that you

need to reach for it to become a real business? How long would you

expect it to take? 

 

The solution is not worth anything if it becomes real after the crisis

when there is possibly not a need for it anymore. That’s why it’s

important to highlight the roadmap which gives the solution a lot of

credibility.

PITCH DECK



Digital tools: 
 

OUR DISCORD: https://discord.gg/R3DqadM

 

OUR MATCHAKING AND LIVESTREAM:

www.whatthequack.dealroomevents.com

 

FOR PRESENTATIONS: www.canva.com

 

FOR FREE PHOTOS AND VIDEOS: www.pixabay.com

 

FOR FREE PHOTOS AND VIDEOS: www.pexels.com

 

FOR FREE VIDEOS: www.videezy.com

 

 HOW TO BOOK A MENTOR: www.youtube.com/watch?

v=zpID2eWGPAo-

 

OUTSOURCING: www.fiverr.com

 

FOR POLLS AND SURVEYS: www.reddit.com (for example

reddit.com/samplesize) + Facebook groups

 

TO LOOK UP TRADEMARKS: www.prh.fi/en/tavaramerkit.html

 

A STARTING UP COURSE WITH CREDITS: www.starting-up.org/en/

 

FOR LOGOS: www.looka.com

 

TO MAKE A WEBSITE: www.wix.com

 

CREATE A VIDEO: www.magisto.com

 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOL: www.trello.com

USEFUL LINKS

 


